This paper proposes the online learning controller for PID gain tuning to regulate the speed of robot on parallel twowheeled electric scooter. We define this speed regulation as "speed governing behavior". The proposed system based on Iterative Feedback Tuning (IFT) contributes the online continuity during learning control not to interrupt and reset/restart the controller. PID gain update during control has the problem that the integral gain change affects the divergence of control input. To this problem, we propose the digital integrator which modifies the previous integrated value of control error. This proposed integrator solves the impulsive control input without any anti-windup or reference shaping. In conclusion, this paper shows the experimental results based on the online learning control and demonstrates the speed governing behavior by life-sized humanoid robot. We finally aim the driving of parallel two-wheeled electric scooter by speed control of humanoid robot.
1.
( Yokoi et al., 2003) DARPA Robotics Challenge(DARPA, 2015) (Kumagai et al., 2015) ( 2016) (Takasugi et al., 2016) We focus on the behavior on parallel two-wheeled electric scooter named "V-BOARD" (Vivo Market Co., Ltd., 2017) . This vehicle has two wheels driven by the pitch tilt of feet on two independent footboards.
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